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To all athlon, it inctly conce71.

Be it known that I, FRANCISCO BARRIEN
TOS, a citizen of Mexico, residing in San Juan
Bautista, Tabasco, Mexico, have invented
5 new and useful Improvements in Musical
Instruments, of which the following is a full,
clear, and exact description.
Myinvention relates to musical instruments
of that class which are played with a pick,
Io and has for its object to enable the performer
to readily play in Octaves on such instru
ments, thereby producing sounds as if he
were playing two instruments. For this pur
pose I employ a particular construction of
I5 the instrument proper, as hereinafter de
scribed and claimed.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification,
in which similar characters of reference indi
2O cate corresponding parts in all the views.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the im
proved musical instrument. Fig. 2 is a side
view of the pick employed in playing myim
proved instrument. Fig. 3 is a separate view
25 of one of the teeth of the pick; and Fig. 4 is
a cross-section of the body of the instrument,
taken on line 4 4 of Fig. 1.
The instrument consists of a body A of
Substantially the same construction as that
3o of a guitar, said body having a sound-hole A'.
B are four sets of double strings extending
from the neck C of the instrument to the tail
piece D thereof, and E is the bridge, which,
for a purpose that will appear hereinafter, is
35 set exactly at one-fifth of the distance be
tween the two points at which the strings are
supported, that is, between C and D'. The
ends of the strings are wound on pins F, car
lying at their outer ends worm-wheels F, en
4o gaged by Worms G. The strings are tuned
by turning said worms. Between the bridge
E and the sound-hole A is located a raised
stop H, which may be made in the nature of
an incrustation.
45 The double pick, as illustrated in Figs. 2
and 3, consists of a body I and points or
teeth J, set therein,
It will be observed that the distance from
C" to the bridge E is to the distance from the
to bridge to the other support D'as four to one,
and it follows according to well-known physi

cal laws that the sound produced by the por

tion of the strings below the bridge will be
exactly two octaves higher than that pro
duced on the portion above the bridge, as- 55
suming the strings to swing free, that is,
without the performer applying his fingers at
any point of the said strings. If, therefore,
the performer with the double pickIJ strikes
the strings simultaneously, both above and 6o
below the bridge E, there will be heard si
multaneously two notes, one of which is two
Octaves higher than the other. The raised
portion H will form a stop to limit the move
ment of the pick, it being understood that 65
said raised portion projects sufficiently from
the body of the instrument to be engaged by
the pick when the latter comes out of en
gagement with the strings. The performer
may also, instead of striking the strings si- 7o
multaneously above and below the bridge,
play the Octaves in succession, thereby pro
ducing a somewhat different effect, and the
instrument will then sound as if the performer
Were playing on two instruments of different 75
pitch.
&
When it is desired to simultaneously pro
duce a certain tone and one which is one oc
tave higher, the performer with his hand in
the fifth position presses the strings with his 8o
third finger, so the portion of the string above
the bridge when struck will produce a tone
which is one octave higher than the funda
mental tone of the string, while the portion
below the bridge will produce a tone one oc- 85
tave higher then that produced above the
bridge. The performer may therefore read
ily produce, either successively or simulta
neously and in two successive octaves, the
tones corresponding to the fundamental 9o
tones of the strings.
Having thus described my invention, I
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent

A musical instrument, comprising a suit- 95

able body, strings extending above the same,
and a raised stop arranged on the body later
ally of the strings, to arrest the pick, sub
stantially as described.
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